
KASO CINEMA

The usage verification system 
for night deposits

KASO C INEMA ESD

The Kaso Cinema system
includes:
• opening the outside hatch

with a PIN code, with the 
possibility for opening it 
with a key as a backup

• verification point in the night
deposit’s outside hatch

• verification point in the night
deposit’s drop mechanism

• 1–3 verification points inside
the safe or night deposit vault

• printing of a receipt
• digital image recording
• readiness for transfer of 

information to the data 
systems of the bank or 
the cash service company

The following functions,
among others, can be 
selected for the Kaso 
Cinema system:
• opening the outside hatch

with a biometric identifier
• more verification points with

the use of additional cameras
• viewing events on the 

surveillance monitor
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Installation into existing or new night deposit

Kaso Cinema can be installed into an existing night

deposit system, or it can be delivered as part of a

new night deposit system. When investing in new

technology, it is worth making a case-by-case 

assessment of whether the old drop mechanisms

and night deposit safes should be simultaneously

replaced by new ones.

When Kaso Cinema is installed into a night deposit

with a cassette drop mechanism (YS-84), the cassette

drop mechanism must be replaced by a so-called

bag drop mechanism (automatically included in our

offer). Equipment fitted with a bag drop mechanism

(YS-84P) is already compatible with the Kaso Cinema

verification system.

An outside hatch will be installed for older drop

mechanisms (YS-64 and YS-74) since these models

do not have it.

The necessary planning work and installation can 

be included in the price of the system.

Installation into day deposit 

The Kaso Cinema Verification System can be 

installed into the new Kaso Deposit E2-300 and 

E3-300 day deposits. The verification system’s

technology can, in some cases, also be utilized 

with older day deposit models.
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• for banks

• for cash service companies

• for supermarkets



KASO CINEMA – new and innovative Kaso technology
Kaso’s night and day deposit

can be fitted with an entirely

new usage verification system 

– Kaso Cinema. The surveillance

cameras attached to the system

record and verify in several 

different stages the drop of 

the security money bag. 

A bar code reader is used to

identify the information of

dropped security money bags,

and the customer also has the 

option of printing a receipt for

the use of the night deposit.

With the help of the Kaso Cinema 

verification system, your company will

be able to offer its customers improved

service and, at the same time, its own

operations will become clearer and 

more efficient.

The Kaso Cinema system will 

benefit both the user and the 

owner of the night deposit by:

• increasing security and trust in 

the use of the night deposit 

• easing the settling of responsibility

questions

• making the work of people 

responsible for cash services 

more efficient

• removing any unclarity about 

the success of the drop

• better protecting the night deposit

equipment from vandalism

• giving more information about 

the use of a deposit jointly used 

by several financial institutions, 

for example

• improving the customer’s service

The first verification point,
which is installed at the night
deposit’s hatch, photographs
the user. The camera embedded
into the night deposit is well-
protected from vandalism.

Entering a unique PIN code
opens the deposit. 
The deposit can also be 
equipped with other 
opening methods.

The system includes a bar 
code reader which will record
the security money bag’s 
individual information when
the drop is made.

Inside the night deposit, there
are 1–2 cameras that are used
to accurately verify the drop
of security money bags into
the safe or the night deposit
vault. All photo material and
information gathered by the
verification points is digitally
recorded. There can be no
unclarity about the successful
use of the night deposit.

When a receipt printer is 
attached to the system, the
customer can print a receipt
after successfully using the
night deposit.

MORE INFORMATION AND CERTAINTY ABOUT THE  USE  OF  A  N IGHT DEPOS IT,  STAGE BY STAGE.

Kaso Cinema is a reliable and 

efficient usage verification 

system for night deposits. 

1. Photographing 
the customer

2. Entering the PIN code 3. Reading the bar code 4. Photographing 
the drop

5. Photographing inside 
the night deposit

6. Printing of receipt 7. Possibility for surveillance

A second verification point,
embedded in the structures of
the drop mechanism, closely
photographs the security 
money bag as it is being placed
in the drop slot. This can be
used to ensure that the security
money bag has been dropped
into the night deposit.

Kaso Cinema can be included as a part of 
a surveillance system. The screen displays 
the video footage of the drop mechanism’s
user, the placing of the security money 
bag into the drop mechanism and the 
drop of the security money bag into 
the safe or night deposit vault.


